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TRIUMF as Canada’s Gateway to the World 
 
The pursuit of key questions in physics requires the pooled talents and resources of 
multiple nations.  As a national laboratory on the global stage, TRIUMF is Canada’s 
keystone in international subatomic-physics and provides a specialized facility for the 
international molecular and materials science community. It enables Canadian scientists 
to make leading contributions in international science projects both in Canada and 
abroad.  Furthermore, by connecting to world-leading efforts, Canadian researchers not 
only maximize their accomplishments but also access developments across the globe.  
Ultimately, by having a globally competitive research program with strong international 
connections, TRIUMF helps attract and retain the best talent to Canada.  

What are the benefits to Canada of an international program? 
Science, by its very nature, is not confined by international boundaries.  Not only does 
the intellectual quest of science unite humanity, but also it increasingly requires the 
combined efforts of many nations to move forward.  No country can insulate itself from 
the global scientific community without seriously handicapping its own scientific and 
technological ability.  This is especially true for a country like Canada with only a modest 
percentage of the global research community.  International connections provide contact 
with the very best talent, increase the opportunities for collaboration, and allow access to 
facilities that Canada by itself could never afford.  They also allow Canada to attract, 
train, and retain our brightest minds.  Through its strong international connections, 
TRIUMF, like the Canada Research Chairs (CRC) program, helps attract and retain 
stellar scientists who would otherwise be lost to Canada.   
 
Moreover, international connections and collaborations are the precursors to international 
business and trade. These strong international connections help Canadian industry benefit 
from progress made in research from all over the world.  For instance, TRIUMF has 
partnered with a local company, PAVAC, to develop Canadian capability in the 
manufacture of high-technology superconducting radiofrequency cavities (see section 
5.3).  This initiative would not have been possible without TRIUMF’s collaborations with  
scientists and technical experts based in Germany, Italy, and the USA.  
 

What does it mean to have an international program? 
International partnership is a two-way street.  In order to participate on the international 
stage and reap the rewards, Canada must make contributions commensurate with the 
level of its involvement and expected return. Our national laboratories TRIUMF and 
SNO/SNOLAB are Canada’s contribution to the set of global subatomic-physics 
facilities.  These laboratories have unique capabilities and strong international reputations 
because of sound investments at the provincial and federal levels and the combined 
efforts of the Canadian scientific community.  Internationally leading scientists come to 
Canada to perform experiments at  these laboratories. However, partnership in the 
international science community also requires involvement in and contributions to 
projects located outside Canada.  The resulting combination of on-shore and off-shore 
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facilities provides the necessary  balance,  attracting the best scientists to Canada while 
enabling the best Canadian scientists to work either at home or abroad.   
 
The international collaborations fostered by TRIUMF extend beyond subatomic physics.  
For example, the TRIUMF Centre for Molecular and Materials Science (CMMS) benefits 
from its strong international user community.  In the last five years 84 of its experiments1 
had Canadian participation, 56 Japanese, 33 European, 22 American and 3 South 
American.  

Gateway to the Global High-Technology Community 
Canada’s world-leading expertise in key areas makes it a welcome member of 
international scientific collaborations, and in turn we benefit by accessing significantly 
more expertise and technology than would be possible if all developments were done 
domestically.  TRIUMF is the lynchpin of this international involvement fostering two-
way information flow.  It has memoranda of understanding with thirty-two foreign 
institutions in sixteen different countries and has played key roles in Canadian 
involvement in international projects2 in Europe, Japan and the United States. Canada 
would not have had the same level of visibility or influence in these international 
experiments without the many TRIUMF contributions detailed elsewhere in this report.  
These contributions were only possible because TRIUMF combines the traditional 
strengths of a national laboratory with strong ties to the university research community. 
 
Conversely, foreign collaborators are attracted to TRIUMF by its facilities and expertise.  
These visitors include senior scientists, post-doctoral fellows, students, and technical 
experts.  Visitors come for lengths of time from a day to a year or two.  Some bring 
equipment or materials, but all bring knowledge or expertise that strengthens the local 
scientific community.  
 

Examples 
International collaborations in science arise for three primary reasons: 
 

• The specialised nature of the facility merits only a few sites worldwide.  The 
original TRIUMF meson factory, ISAC and the TRIUMF Centre for Molecular 
and Materials Science fall in this category. 

• The undertaking benefits from, but does not require, the pooling of intellectual 
and physical resources to complete the task expeditiously.  The international 
aspects of the undertaking tend to be limited in this case but the benefits are very 
real as seen in the example of TITAN given below.  

• The undertaking is too large for any one country to successfully accomplish 
alone.  Therefore, many countries must contribute to the enterprise, from detector 

                                                 
1For this draft, the numbers are obtained from an analysis of Molecular and Materials Experiments 

Evaluation Committee proposals. 
2These projects include ATLAS, T2K, BABAR, HERMES, G0 and Qweak.  Additional analysis 

will be presented in Appendix B of the full Five-Year Plan report.  
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and accelerator development, to construction, to the extraction of the physics 
results. The ATLAS and T2Kexperiments, described below, are examples of this. 

 
Canada, through TRIUMF, is involved in partnerships following each these models at a 
level appropriate for the size of the country.  Several examples are highlighted here. 
 
The TITAN Facility 
The TITAN project exemplifies the role that TRIUMF plays as a beacon attracting 
international expertise in order to achieve Canadian objectives.  Not only was this 
Canadian project significantly enhanced by foreign hardware and expertise, but the 
facility has also achieved global preeminence regularly attracts foreign researchers. 
TITAN, was first proposed in 2002 as a spectrometer for short-lived isotopes using a 
Penning trap.  What distinguishes it from any other mass spectrometer is its ability to 
traphighly-charged ions; all other such spectrometers work with singly or double charged 
ions.  The critical component that provides the “charge-state boosting” is the electron 
beam ion trap (EBIT).  Canada had limited expertise in the design and construction of an 
EBIT and one had never before been coupled to a rare-isotope beam facility.  These 
challenges were overcome thanks to TRIUMF’s connection to the Max-Planck Institute 
for Nuclear (MPI-K) Physics in Heidelberg, Germany.  The Heidelberg EBIT group was 
developing a system for deployment at DESY.  A joint project was initiated and a 
memorandum of understanding was signed outlining the tasks of the two partners, MPI-K 
and TRIUMF.  TRIUMF provided expertise for coupling trap systems to an accelerator 
based beam line and MPI-K contributed its unique EBIT expertise.  Two identical EBIT 
systems were built at Heidelberg; one was shipped to Hamburg and the other delivered to 
TRIUMF.  During the entire two-year construction and commissioning phase, the TITAN 
group stationed a post-doctoral researcher and a graduate student in Heidelberg.  In the 
final stage, two TRIUMF scientists joined them.  Both the student and the post-doc have 
returned to Canada bringing their newly acquired expertise.  A group from Heidelberg 
came to help set-up their equipment and integrate it into the TITAN experiment.  A 
second Canadian postdoctoral researcher, who had previously worked at Heidelberg, is 
now in charge of the TITAN-EBIT and brings unique expertise to TRIUMF.  In the mean 
time, having successfully operated the system at TRIUMF and researchers from MPI-K 
are planning to carry out experiments in Vancouver.  Moreover, upgrades at ISAC now 
foresee an EBIT charge breeder based on the local expertise gained as a result of this 
international collaboration. 
 
 
The ATLAS Experiment 
The ATLAS experiment at CERN is an example of TRIUMF’s role as the keystone3 of 
Canadian participation in the world’s largest scientific endeavors.  ATLAS was 
conceived to undertake the incredible task of searching for, and understanding, the origin 
of mass, the highest priority in particle physics.  To obtain the high energy needed for this 
quest an accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) based on novel superconducting 
magnet technology,required an international collaboration.  The experiment has taken a 
decade and a half to design, build, and commission even with the combined efforts of 
                                                 

3See also the discussions of ATLAS elsewhere in the full Five-Year plan report. 
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2000 scientists and a corresponding army of technical staff.  Every country with a 
significant scientific community, including Canada, became involved. 
 
With the resources and talent of TRIUMF at its disposal, the Canadian particle physics 
community was able to actively participate in the ATLAS and LHC projects. TRIUMF 
accelerator physicists had unique expertise for the design and construction of critical 
parts of the accelerator.  The resulting accelerator contributions were a necessary part of 
the Canadian investment in the project.  TRIUMF scientists and technical staff were also 
crucial helping the Canadian university community contribute to the design, construction, 
and commissioning of the ATLAS detector.  TRIUMF is home to a CFI funded Tier 1 
computing centre for ATLAS.  This centre will pre-process the raw data from the 
experiment prior to analysis by Canadian and foreign researchers.  It will also provide 
domestic detector experts access to raw data for detailed calibration and monitoring.  
Canada is now in a position to reap the scientific rewards of this monumental 
international undertaking.  The rewards promise to be the most exciting advances in 
decades to our understanding of the fundamental nature of matter.  Not surprisingly four 
CRC chairs are involved in this exciting research, and TRIUMF has managed to attract 
back to Canada a CERN staff member, Dr. Isabel Trigger, to lead Canadian analysis 
efforts of ATLAS data. 
 
T2K 
Neutrino physics illustrates the international nature of science and how Canada plays a 
leading role in international projects.  Discoveries of neutrino oscillations in solar and 
atmospheric neutrinos by Super-Kamiokande (Japan) and SNO (Canada) opened an 
exciting new era in neutrino physics.  Building on these successes, TRIUMF and 
Japanese scientists initiated the T2K long baseline neutrino project in 2000.  This project 
has become the flagship neutrino project and has grown into an international 
collaboration of 12 countries from Europe, Japan, and North America including all the 
G8 nations.  The Canadian group introduced key components of the experimental design 
including: the off-axis beam concept; νue appearance analysis method with water 
Cerenkov detectors; and CP violation studies.  These have become standard tools in all 
next generation neutrino oscillation projects.  
 
TRIUMF accelerator/beam-line expertise provided critical input to the neutrino beam-
line design, including a concept for dual kickers to abort and extract the beam, novel 
optics to transport the 1 MW primary proton beam , and a feasibility study for  an 
innovative focus/bending combined function magnet.  Handling of the extremely high 
radiation is paramount at a neutrino facility.  For this TRIUMF engineers, in 
collaboration with KEK (Japan) and Rutherford Appleton Laboratory group (UK), 
contributed to the design and construction of the remote handling mechanism in the target 
station. 
 
For the detector construction, the Canadian group is in charge of some of the most 
challenging and critical items of the project: the time projection chamber (TPC), fine-
grained calorimeter (FGD), and optical transition radiation detector (OTR).  These 
projects are lead by university researchers: TPC by D. Karlen (Victoria); FGD by S. Oser 
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(UBC); and OTR by S. Bhadra (York).  These high-profile international contributions 
were only possible with strong support from TRIUMF whose high quality work and 
expertise are recognized internationally.  At the same time, accumulated detector 
expertise such as precision machining of the large TPC, development of scintillator 
extrusion techniques and fabrication of readout electronics, will be important assets for 
future Canadian projects. 
 
The high profile Canadian role in the T2K collaboration attracted excellent young 
scientists to Canada, such as S. Oser (UBC, CRC Chair, Sloan Fellow) and Hirohisa 
Tanaka (UBC, IPP research scientist).   
 
Collaboration with the Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre in India 
The Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) in Kolkata is managed and operated by 
the India Department of Atomic Energy.  The main accelerator at the centre was 
commissioned in 1980.  VECC is presently planning to construct not only a 
superconducting cyclotron but also several rare-isotope beam accelerators.  TRIUMF’s 
technical expertise in accelerator systems and its reputation for scientific excellence make 
it a natural partner for the VECC research program.  VECC and TRIUMF are both 
members of the world-wide Tesla Technology Collaboration (TTC), a collaboration of 45 
institutes engaged in free exchange of knowledge and technology aimed at applications of 
superconducting RF accelerator technology.  A formal collaboration (Memorandum of 
Understanding) in superconducting radio frequency technology between TRIUMF and 
VECC is being prepared.  
 
TRIUMF and VECC are both developing plans to build new 50-MeV superconducting 
radio frequency electron linear accelerators, referred to as “e-linac photo-fission drivers,” 
to produce rare isotope beams using actinide targets.  The collaboration with VECC will 
allow the TRIUMF e-linac project to proceed on a faster time schedule by sharing 
technical know-how, resources, and costs.  This arrangement benefits VECC in similar 
manner. The Canadian and Indian e-linac facilities would follow the OECD 
recommendation that rare isotope beam (RIB) facilities are regionally based. 
 
The goal of the first phase of the partnership is for VECC and TRIUMF to develop 
jointly a single cavity horizontal test cryomodule (HTC).  Two will be built; one for 
VECC and the other for TRIUMF.  The cavities will be constructed by a local company, 
PAVAC, in Richmond, B.C., thus bring industrial activity and know how to Canada.  
TRIUMF and VECC will fully develop all aspects of cavity production: high-level and 
low-level RF techniques, power distribution schemes, and 2K cryogenics 
implementation.  Scientific and engineering staff of VECC and TRIUMF will collaborate 
and work together to develop the design and subsequently build the required 
infrastructure.  It is expected that Indian physicists and engineers will make extended 
visits to TRIUMF to share and jointly develop technical expertise.  This partnership will 
be an example of TRIUMF’s ability to attract foreign-based researchers and investments 
to Canada. 


